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About This Game

Serment - Contract with a Devil (or Serment, for short) is a visual novel - dungeon crawler hybrid where you play as a girl who
was revived by a beautiful devil.

Though, instead of claiming our heroine’s ever so cliche human soul, the devil demands a huge sum of money for payment. If
the payment comes even one day late, the heroine's soul will return to the afterlife.

And so, her light-hearted, comedic adventure to save up enough money before the deadline begins.

Despite the dark sounding premise, the majority of Serment will be light-hearted slice of life events (more commonly known as cute
girls doing cute things).

Game features:

 Cute anime girls!

 4 playable main characters, each with their own unique story and endings.

 More than 10 side characters, each with their own personalities and subplots.

 A dungeon crawler with manually designed puzzles and 100+ unique items to discover!
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 A lot of cute anime girls!

 Turn-based RPG battles with simple mechanics but tons of depth.

 A detailed dating sim time management system.

 Cooking, crafting and fishing minigames!

 Light yuri (GxG) romance.

 Steam Achievements and Trading Cards.

 Did we mention that there will be cute anime girls?
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Nkt Studio
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019
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I do not know how I found it either.. I'm not a big fan of Moorhuhn. To say the least. Most of the time these games make
me wonder how dare they to ask money for something that poor. But this one looked pretty nice on screenshots. It
looked like a nice old school platformer. But guess what? That's exactly the problem with this one. The thing is \u2013
the game looks extremely dated. And I'm not talking about the fact that it was released in 2010. This game feels
extremely dated even for 2010. It feels more like PlayStation One game. And not a good one either.

Can't say it's unplayable, though. It isn't Bubsy 3D, I give this game that, but by modern standards it's something like
that. This game is a b***ch. It's filled with cheap death on overall easy levels, so you'll need to waste some time to farm
lives, the camera is like your worst enemy, etc. And guess what? The whole game is like two hours long, the story sucks,
while there are no bosses and only four types of levels (regular 3D platformer, bull and frog \u201craces\u201d and
swamp jumping).

In other words, there's nothing in this game worth playing. It feels like generic bad 3D platformer from 90s and looks
like something like that too. Rayman 3D (from which this game stole a lot of design BTW) can spit on this one even
today, even though it's like 11 years older. The only good thing about this release is that it isn't Wii version. Just
because Wii version comes with even more cheap deaths thanks to awful controls. But anyway, this game isn't
something the one person can recommend to another. It's just a waste of time and money, even though this game is
pretty cheap and lasts for only two hours. There's a lot of much better 3D platformers around, don't waste your time.. I
bought the game on a whim after seeing it and thinking back to the fun I had playing marble madness, super monkey
ball, etc etc.

Personally, I like the grindy '0.01 faster each time' type of game, similar to bhop, trackmania, or other racing games.
The game's intrinsic simplicity means that you can't really go wrong with it if you like the non-realism oriented side of
the racing genre.

It's still in early access, but there do appear to be updates every once in a while, so it's not abandoned or anything.
Overall the game isn't perfect, such as it lacks some polish. However the gameplay isn't hindered by this whatsoever.

The leaderboards mean there's plenty of competition, and while there is technically multiplayer, it's not really a thing
yet.

If the preview videos and reviews make it look like it's something you would enjoy, it probably is. It's a straightforward
game, and I praise it for that. However, maybe wait until it's on sale. $15 might be a bit much for it.. Congrats friends
<3. cute and easy. Really twisted game into the mind of a person. Its hard to say what this game is about but in the end
you will be shocked.
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Brilliant! the only thing I think needs updating is when you call in the emergency seviced were you right click somewhere and
they go there so we just don't have to go to the same place again and again!. It's a 20 minute political thriller. Yeah it's short, but
this is a free game! For the price (again, of nothing) the story was great. Short and sweet. It's obviously worth the price, but the
bigger point is that it is worth your time as well. Played it on a WMR device and it worked just fine.. This game was A BLAST !
Literally i had alot of fun playing it even if it lookd very simple , the art style reminds me of the 90s and the art for the game is
cute even if its made in MS paint (good one) , Anyway I did Review on The Game At 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV7WunPEnzI ,

-Nicoplia
. No XB controller, no achievements, no steam cards, print screen doesn't work, I don't care! This is an excellent FE like game!
\u5982\u679c\u662fFC\/SFC\u820a\u8056\u706b\u98ef, \u9019\u904a\u6232\u5fc5\u8cb7! \u6211\u5f88\u958b\u5fc3 :). this
game suuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuucks. Simple yet fun. Great visuals. This is such a cute and fun little game. It's also somewhat
challenging. I loved the music.
The 'extra game' is even more difficult, but still enjoyable as well.. The font is too small, won't scale, and if you adjust the DPI
setting in Windows then it breaks the form layout so none of the buttons line up with their picture. This game is too old for
today's resolutions.. I enjoyed the game in this DLC, along with the new building- that's been the best win overall. The asylum is
super handy when you're playing harder difficulties or bigger scenarios! A good pack to buy, in my opinion!. Cheap Deep Space
Waifu knockoff.

The principle is the same: Avoid projectiles, undress girls. Somehow it's done worse than DSW.

Gameplay itself is less than 1 hour, music isn't that kickass. This game would've been great as a Unity web-based game. As a
standalone one, it lacks everything we love in Deep Space Waifu, especially amazing music.

Minor Fix and Localisation:
Hey everyone,

We have a new build with some small fixes for you!

Changes:

Added (placeholder) French and Brazilian Portuguese to the language options.

Fixed the ability to rebind movement keys.

Made some small fixes to several dialogue trees and missions.

You may need to restart Steam for it to show up. You can still access the old build by selecting the "old_build" in the "betas" tab
in Steam application settings.

Localisation
We have received quite a few requests for (better) localisation support. Please note that currently localisation is still very much a
work in progress, and the ingame translations are machine translated placeholders.

We'll make an announcement regarding our plans for localisation soon(™).. V1.015 Update:
- Hopefully fixed crash bug during game play.
- Added stack trace code so further crashes will be easier to debug
- Added save point on rank up screen. Crimson Lilly blooms best in the snow!:
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Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily is a mature crime story inspired by the films and shows of the 90s that takes place within a small
snowy holiday resort town. When a grim murder interrupts a private detective’s vacation at the very gate to the hotel at which
she was going to stay, she puts her plans for R&R on hold and sets out to do what she does best: solve violent crimes. All she has
to go on is a single clue: a mysterious paper lily attached to the victim’s frozen body. Could it be the killer’s calling card? Cut off
by a blizzard the protagonist will need to follow a trail that leads her deep into the dirty dealings of a small town filled with big
fish. Was the tragic death of the young journalist, Lilly, a few years back only an accident, or was it somehow connected to the
mysterious new murder? As it turns out, there’s more to the grim story than meets the eye, and not everyone at the hotel is who
they appear to be.

The game will be available with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/465170/
. MINI GIFT.:
New quest. We are learning a new territory "Salt river". You should find 10 (ten) spiked shells near the Salt river. Put in your
chest in Wanderfog Town and send a screenshot to Facebook page of the game. Who will be the first to do it, will receive a gift
certificate of Steam for 400 Escudos. The quest will end at 12 am on 11 October 2018. Madrid Time. (Spain.) Details on the
website .

. 3.0.6 Misc:
8/5/2018
v3.0.6 Misc

New Features:
Improved battle backgrounds.
Created battle camera for enemies.

Balancing:
20% easier to run from battle.

Misc:
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Fixed Poetry of Paint save.
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